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The global economy is inevitably moving towards digital eco-system. The newest and most promising addition to the digital payment sector is cryptocurrency. We proudly present to you brand new, revolutionary digital currency Gold Poker. Gold Poker is a developing blockchian codebase encompassed to maximize your privacy allowing you to send or receive your assets privately and securely.

Gold Poker is a decentralized open source, anonymous peer to peer cryptocurrency that cuts out the middleman, while keeping all the features a user would expect from a cryptocurrency. Gold Poker is a privacy focused currency working with a Proof of Stake consensus algorithm, aiming to be viable means of trading value while offering minimal transaction fees and lengths.

Gold Poker is a PoS (Proof of Stake) currency which incorporates masternodes. Gold Poker can be identified, purchased or sold on exchanges under currency symbol GPKR.

GPKR set of advantages give it robustness in terms of governance and long term stability. At its core, GPKR is designed, engineered and evolved the best practices and developments to ensure users transactional security and privacy. Gold Poker is safer to use than other cryptocurrencies and there are number of reasons for that. By safer we mean surety and stability of the development team, who work hard to support the coin, hence we proudly state that Gold Poker will make difference in blockchain technology, and will solve various problems in online poker industry. Gold Poker is a decentralized open source crypto currency focused on instant private transactions with near zero transaction fees. The online poker industry is relatively young, and Gold Poker team’s focal point is to overwhelmingly witness an uptick in interactivity between cryptocurrency and online poker industry.
Gold Poker is an open source crypto currency based on PIVX so it inherited its core technologies such as masternodes, private and instant transactions. The inherent technology provides a level of safety for your privacy and information that other coins do not. Gold Poker protects the privacy. Gold Poker Coin Team holds 3.3% Pre-mine which will be used for exchange listings, marketing campaigns, and developing Online Poker Room.

Gold Poker project’s goal is to achieve a decentralized sustainable cryptocurrency with near instant full-time private transactions that helps sustain the network for the benefit of all of the users involved.

Gold Poker coin’s target is to influence the development of online poker immensely. Gold Poker Coin provides you with your own personal wealth security and the means to secure your current and future transactions privately and instantly.

**PROOF OF STAKE**

Gold Poker uses Proof of Stake protocol instead of Proof of Work. The aim of Proof of Stake or Proof of Work in crypto, is the need to establish consensus of the blockchain. PoS is more efficient in keeping the network secure than PoW. In order to achieve consensus, PoS requires nodes running wallet software proving that it has coins in the blockchain for verifying a block of transactions. Participating nodes receive an amount of blocks proportional to their stake per set period as reward. This means that the more participating nodes, the more secure network becomes, due to the increased difficulty of owning a majority of coins in the network. The focus of Proof of Stake is on validation. By putting coins into the wallet, and staking those coins, users contribute the network security by process of validating the blocks, and thus are rewarded when the stake is the validator for that block. Proof of stake means a much less harmful impact on the environment from staking as opposed to PoW which is a drain on resources.
Gold Poker coin is based on Quark hashing algorithm, and there is no hardware capable of mining Gold Poker as of right now. With a block time of 33 seconds, it’s a lot faster than many other cryptocurrencies out there.

PoS reward of Gold Poker cryptocurrency is 0.3 GPKR per block. Gold Poker coin has a unique feature which aims to empower its investors. Each GPKR block that ends with the digit 3 (e.g. 3, 23, 143, 363, 1783 etc.), is considered to be a super block and receives 3 extra coins per block. Hence PoS reward per super block is 3 GPKR.

**MASTERNODES**

Masternodes are mighty elements of Gold Poker network. Masternodes are the backbone of the Gold Poker network, and are as important as staking. We can think of them as our very own private savings accounts, as we put 33.333 GPKR into a locked wallet, and in return we receive rewards. With each masternode, the ability to protect your privacy increases as the community network becomes stronger.

Masternodes are what help secure the community and relay transactions across the network. Masternodes are nodes running the same wallet software on the same blockchain to provide extra services to the network.

GPKR maximum supply is 33.333.333 coins, and for running a masternode partners should lock 33.333 GPKR coins. Block time is 33 seconds. Users receive 2618 blocks per day, 250 blocks out of 2618 are super blocks. This means that in total we can have only 1000 Gold Poker masternodes.

**RUNNING GOLD POKER MASTERNODE**

In order to run Gold Poker masternode a user must lock 33.333 GPKR coins and he/she will be paid a certain portion of reward for each block. The node should be online in order to help secure the network and be eligible for a reward.
Those GPKR coins can be spent or moved at any time which simply removes the masternode from service and makes it ineligible to receive rewards. Running a GPKR masternode can serve as passive income for you over the lifetime of the masternode.

Masternode reward of Gold Poker cryptocurrency is 3 GPKR per block. As mentioned above, Gold Poker coin has a unique feature which aims to empower its investors. Each Gold Poker block that ends with the digit 3 (e.g. 3, 13, 123, 253, 1673 etc.), is called super block and receives 30 extra coins per block. Hence masternode reward per super block is 30 GPKR.

**GOLD POKER SUPER / LUCKY BLOCK**

For staking Gold Poker or running Gold Poker masternode users receive block rewards. Gold Poker shareholders daily receive 2618 blocks. 250 blocks out of 2618 are called super blocks or lucky blocks. Masternode Reward is 3 GPKR and Pos Reward is 0.3 GPKR per block. When a block ends with digit 3 for example 13, 23, 33, 103, 233, 353, 1073, 2413 etc, it is considered a super block and receives extra coins. Super block reward is 33 Gold Poker, 30 coins for Masternode and 3 coins for staking. Super block reward for a shareholder who is lucky enough to find it is very large.
GOLD POKER FEATURES

INSTANT – One of the main advantages offered by Gold Poker network is faster, near zero cost transactions. You can send Gold Poker to anyone anywhere, with blazing fast transaction times that are nearly instantaneous.

SECURE – Gold Poker offers more reliability compared to any other blockchain based cryptocurrency. Be in control of your money and know your wealth is secure.

PRIVATE – Personal Privacy and freedom from big corporate control in the digital age is our priority. Gold Poker is your very own private and secure digital currency.

UNIQUE – Be the lucky winner of a super block that ends with the digit 3 and receive super block reward of 33 Gold Poker, 30 coins for masternode and 3 coins for pos.
SPECIFICATIONS

Coin Name – Gold Poker

Ticker - GPKR

Coin Type - Masternode/PoS

Algorithm - Quark

Total Supply - 33,333,333

Masternode collateral - 33,333

Masternode Reward - 3

Pos Reward - 0.3

Super Block Reward – 33 (Mn – 30, PoS-3)

Block Time - 33 seconds
GOLD POKER TEAM

Gold Poker has a highly active, accessible and responsive development team utilizing multiple social networking channels, including social media. Gold Poker team provides simple and clear answers and analogies, helping you connect the dots within the crypto realms.

Gold Poker team believes that users have the right to exchange privately and securely, without interference from a middleman, governmental influences and nefarious individuals and movements. Gold Poker team believes in this modern age and it is the right time to allow cryptocurrency enthusiasts to exchange and use their wealth how and when they want, with a peace of mind that their transactions are occurring privately and in a rapid fashion.

With an unshakable Development team, the progression of Gold Poker continues to build upon riskless foundations and principals.

COMMUNITY

Gold Poker has an open community model encouraging every member of the community to be able to participate and make a difference. Gold Poker has a very large, growing and active community on multiple social platforms such as bitcointalk, Reddit, Twitter, Discord, Telegram, Facebook etc. Join us and stay informed on all the inner workings of crypto.

Gold Poker project’s goal is achieve a decentralized sustainable cryptocurrency with near instant full-time private transactions that helps sustain the network for the benefit of all of the users involved. Gold Poker coin’s target is to influence the development of online poker immensely. Gold Poker Coin provides you with your own personal wealth security and the means to secure your current and future transactions privately, instantly.
The one area where cryptocurrencies have not really exploded, is online poker industry. Cryptocurrencies can offer many advantages to online poker players. Both cryptocurrency and online poker are created for digital era. Both also offer extreme anonymity. Gold Poker Room will launch the next generation online poker room which will run on Blockchain Technology, Gold Poker coin is here to revolutionize Online Poker industry.

Our approach is modern, secure, innovative, flexible and authentic.

Gold Poker room is planning to make it effortless to play real money online poker from all over the world. Gold Poker will be one of the first real quality poker sites in the industry based on blockchain technology and will offer awesome variety of games. It will be very possible to create anonymous accounts at Gold Poker room and start playing immediately.

Gold Poker room’s aim is to help to develop online poker eco-system and will later become the backbone of online poker industry.
Gold Poker room’s software will be competent and withdrawals smooth. Lucrative promotions, a nice daily tournament schedule and fixed prize pools will be a few more really solid assets for Gold Poker. There will be 24/7 support, secure deposits and fast, almost instantaneous withdrawals, award winning software. Near zero transaction fees.

If you have experienced more traditional online poker sites in the past, it will definitely worth trying Gold Poker room, your bankroll will thank you.

Some cryptocurrencies have massive future implied value because they are assets which grow despite volatility Blockchain infrastructure is growing at scale.

Gold Poker Room will be the first to combine cryptocurrency and online poker industry in professional manner. Cryptocurrency provides huge exponential growth for poker players both for short term and for long term. The inclusion of cryptocurrency and blockchain in online poker industry nullifies the effect of rake which boosts any poker player’s profits by tenfold.
Gold Poker transactions are completely secure and irreversible and occur at the speed of light. These features are huge advantages for players. Dozens of issues will be solved that come along with traditional online poker industry.

Let us highlight few fundamental problems which have not seen substantial improvements over the years. This includes players’ security, higher increase in game fees, and users’ trust. There is an obvious issue when it comes to what players’ data is shared, what can be manipulated and the overall management of players’ funds.

We have come to a conclusion that to fix big problems, we need a big solution. The idea of Gold Poker Room opens the doors to a more safer, secure and verifiable game that cannot be tricked. Gold Poker Room aims to empower online poker players with Gold Poker Coin and Blockchain Technology.

We can proudly state that for an industry like online poker, Gold Poker coin is a great innovation, and by its nature has certain advantages for players over traditional funding methods. Fast transactions (deposits/withdrawals) that don’t require all the processes that current payment solution do. Near zero transaction fees, no chargebacks, a new level of clarity and security that players will definitely appreciate.

Gold Poker Room - Poker on Blockchain
ROADMAP

2018

**Q3**
- ♥ Website release
- ♠ Social Platforms
- ♦ Bounties, Giveaways, Airdrops
- ♥ Explorer
- ♠ Whitepaper
- ♦ Listing on Stocks.exchange
- ♠ Listing on Masternodes.online
- ♥ Listing on Masternode.pro
- ♠ Listing on Simple Pos Pool

**Q4**
- ♥ Listing on Cryptopia
- ♠ Listing on Coinexchange
- ♦ Worldwide Marketing
2019

Q1
♥ Partnership in Gaming Industry

• Partnership with Casions
♠ Listing on Bittrex

Q2

Q3
♥ Partnership with Poker Rooms
♠ Listing on Kucoin

♥ Poker Room Release

Q4
♠ Listing on Binance